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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The purpose of this presentation is to educate high school students about the existence and importance of the mainframe computer to today's businesses (large and small).  Knowing mainframe technology gives students the opportunity for high salaries, creative work, and the ability to work with the latest technology.  Important fact:  80% of the world's data resides on a mainframe. 

mailto:msmith@protechtraining.com


Session Objectives

Help the mainframe community and 
educators to:
 Raise student awareness
 Fill mainframe class seats
 Address mainframe skill shortage

E-mail me for a powerpoint version of 
this presentation.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Remove this slide for Student presentation.



Session Objectives - Students

To understand:

What is this technology?
Why is it important to Businesses?
Who uses it?
What can I gain from studying this 
technology?
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Why are we here?

4

10,000 Baby Boomers 
retire every day1

84,000 open 
mainframe positions 

by 20203

˜59,000 ComSci
graduates/year in the 

US2

Driving technical skill 
needs

Current Environment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/fact-checker/wp/2014/07/24/do-10000-baby-boomers-retire-every-day/?utm_term=.932c77b7af56https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d16/tables/dt16_322.10.asp?current=yeshttp://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpapers/pdfs/redp5115.pdfStudents needs:Competitive advantage over your peers, to get Interesting and exciting CAREERS, not just JOBS!
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Size Matters

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-
NC ND

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You wouldn’t excavate a building with a wheelbarrow, likewise you can’t process large amounts of data with a tablet, laptop, even a PC!

http://www.google.com/aclk?sa=l&ai=CgifdSvaGTqCRBerGsQLa35jIDYP39YwDq5aLwzDD4YqJVAgCEALIAQeqBApP0A9HxoCO26seugUTCJaDx9ytx6sCFYdyTAod2jRL98AFBcoFAA&sig=AOD64_1kSq4Ub-wG3XmeDj0Gyk_Tb_rgyg&ctype=5&sqi=2&ved=0CBwQ8w4&adurl=http://kmart.rdr.channelintelligence.com/go.asp?fVhzOGNRAAQIASNiE1FdQxFuFHN0Yx0CAQQEb2E-H1lHXWwLP3ZkFQEDTAcjLgcXHwMbcRBTSFNtLz5MQEQeWzA-QBADEA4tCzMbYh0DBQFmbmJeU18sE2gPc3RjHQIAAQBuZl1TWCMeKHFFUkF*CDJaXBUCBXl3XVMsElM6QS1iMGNTXVULECcbBwQcUwpQLCggC2FFQEczOwoQTQBvP1JBAnMrITZBUFFCSjAlHEZZQwd7FnMDMl9WVV4cbWIsAhkHUnhMKiBuZnZIAQFua11TWkJZbg8UDxRyYiBfUVNfUTpvDAoCLB09SCohPVlbVB8IeTEfDQgcRTsCfyc-RFFbWVNwbA==&nAID=17588969
http://www.google.com/aclk?sa=l&ai=CgifdSvaGTqCRBerGsQLa35jIDYP39YwDq5aLwzDD4YqJVAgCEALIAQeqBApP0A9HxoCO26seugUTCJaDx9ytx6sCFYdyTAod2jRL98AFBcoFAA&sig=AOD64_1kSq4Ub-wG3XmeDj0Gyk_Tb_rgyg&ctype=5&sqi=2&ved=0CBwQ8w4&adurl=http://kmart.rdr.channelintelligence.com/go.asp?fVhzOGNRAAQIASNiE1FdQxFuFHN0Yx0CAQQEb2E-H1lHXWwLP3ZkFQEDTAcjLgcXHwMbcRBTSFNtLz5MQEQeWzA-QBADEA4tCzMbYh0DBQFmbmJeU18sE2gPc3RjHQIAAQBuZl1TWCMeKHFFUkF*CDJaXBUCBXl3XVMsElM6QS1iMGNTXVULECcbBwQcUwpQLCggC2FFQEczOwoQTQBvP1JBAnMrITZBUFFCSjAlHEZZQwd7FnMDMl9WVV4cbWIsAhkHUnhMKiBuZnZIAQFua11TWkJZbg8UDxRyYiBfUVNfUTpvDAoCLB09SCohPVlbVB8IeTEfDQgcRTsCfyc-RFFbWVNwbA==&nAID=17588969
http://www.google.com/aclk?sa=l&ai=CJtfJ0viGTp_gAYPBsQLR79CaDam8w_8BwY752RmJsauuXggCEALIAQeqBAxP0J4DUAmQ1601T266BRMIstmukbDHqwIV0YBMCh3KMEH4wAUFygUA&sig=AOD64_0M6HgCLNnosYruCPAKfoT-z0AtVQ&ctype=5&sqi=2&ved=0CCEQ8w4&adurl=http://rover.ebay.com/rover/1/711-117182-37290-0/2?ipn=psmain&icep_vectorid=324272&mtid=1588&kwid=1&crlp=6810973929_324272&icep_item_id=260849133844&itemid=260849133844&icep_meta_categ_id=58058&icep_etrs=Y&icep_epid=103127916&icep_ctlg=839&icep_cond=New&targetid=25330112649&rpc=0.60&rpc_upld_id=15494&adtype=pla
http://sf.streetsblog.org/2016/07/05/guest-editorial-driverless-cars-could-wreck-livable-cities/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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IBM Z

Technology continues to evolve

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the next half hour or so, we’re going to talk about the mainframe, the ecosystem that depends on it, the universities that are teaching this technology, and some of the initiatives that IBM has taken to keep it positioned as a mission critical server.   The mainframe isn’t’ any different than any other technology that has stood the test of time.  Why do these technologies on slide 3 continue to survive and even thrive?  Take a moment and think about why they exist today.  -  They continue to evolve and get better.  There are small parts of each one of these that remain in concept, but one day those might even change.  For example, imagine closing your eyes and watching TV, or not using a steering wheel to drive a car, or not using a keyboard to communicate with a mainframe.Technology will continue to change and successful products will evolve.. The message that I want you to take away today is that there’s a reason why mainframes remains a gold standard and have a place in your business – IBM and the community (you and your colleagues) continue to expect more and provide input that makes them better.Slide 4.



What do all 
computers have 
in common?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Skills are transferable across platforms, (i.e. Java, Linux, etc).
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https://www.ibm.com/it-infrastructure/z/education/what-is-a-mainframe

6/24/2022

What is a mainframe?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How do you explain what is mainframe or how do your company see mainframes today? 

https://www.ibm.com/it-infrastructure/z/education/what-is-a-mainframe
https://apps.kaonadn.net/4882011/product.html
https://www.ibm.com/it-infrastructure/z/education/what-is-a-mainframe
https://www.ibm.com/it-infrastructure/z/education/what-is-a-mainframe
https://www.ibm.com/it-infrastructure/z/education/what-is-a-mainframe
https://www.ibm.com/it-infrastructure/z/education/what-is-a-mainframe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ximv-PwAKnc
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Links to Additional Video Resources

• What are mainframes?

• I Tried to Break a Million Dollar Computer

• What makes Millennials love the mainframe? Advice from Next-gen Devs

• Bradesco: Secure, agile banking services with IBM z15 mainframes

• How Plastic Bank uses blockchain on IBM LinuxONE to alleviate poverty

• Young 20-year old on why he bought a mainframe

• Assembling the IBM Z mainframe in 120 seconds

• New Faces of IBM Z: The infinite opportunities with IBM Z

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I typically use the first link on this page “What is a mainframe” and the “Assembling a MF in 120 seconds” as time permits. .

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ximv-PwAKnc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDtaanCENbc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CL72xilyve8
https://youtu.be/EMJ1hTf5aZk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zryWGBK4Odc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJyiHsfJLEI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnpvyJaX4Q4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ms-8Wp-7UYM


67 of the Fortune 100 Companies

45 
of the top 50 

worldwide banks

8
out of 10 

of the world’s largest 
insurers

7
of the top 10 
global retailers

4
out of 5 

of the world’s 
largest airlines

The backbone of the world’s leading businesses
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
67 of Fortune 1008 of top 10 Telcos
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Processing the world’s transactions and data

IT'S BEST KEPT SECRET

55 % 
of all enterprise 

applications
need a mainframe 

to complete 
transactions

70 %
of the world’s 
corporate data 

resides or 
originates on 
mainframes

30 billion 
business 

transactions 
are processed on 
mainframes every 

day

6/24/2022



What occurs in one second?

IBM LinuxONE / September 
2019 / © 2019 IBM 

Corporation
13

5,787  20,000+18,519  63,000 1,157,407SwipesTweets Photos shared Searches
CICS Transactions 

on a Mainframe

IBM LinuxONE / September 2019 / © 2019 IBM Corporation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-statistics/https://muchneeded.com/tinder-statistics/https://www.omnicoreagency.com/snapchat-statistics/https://seotribunal.com/blog/google-stats-and-facts/https://www.brandwatch.com/blog/youtube-stats/
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A real-world example
(in

 m
ill

io
ns

)

CICS: Customer Information Control Systems

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If needed, the context for this chart is covered in Chapter 1 of the "CICS and the Coupling Facility: Beyond the Basics" Redbook here:http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redbooks/pdfs/sg248420.pdf



IBM Enterprise Systems: 
What’s in a name?

- IBM Z (current brand name)

- z Systems
- zEnterprise
- Mainframe
- World Class Server
- IBM* 360/370/390…

Shhh!
I’m a 

Secret!
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* Announced on April 7, 1964

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Definition - Mainframes are large computers, typically manufactured by a large company such as IBM, for the commercial use of Fortune 500 businesses and other large-scale computing purposes. Historically, mainframes are associated with centralized rather than distributed computing.  This is changing.  Today, mainframes can act as large servers and can be used to serve distributed users and smaller servers in a computing network.



Fundamental Strengths = Design Points
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Up to 190 Linux cores 
running at 5.2 GHz

in an Emperor II (3906)

Plus up to 24 cores 
for offload system 

processing 
Plus up to 4,480 dedicated I/O processors

Share up to 170 processors across up 
to 85 LPARS; plus minimum 2 spares
LM1: 33 cores, 8 TB
LM2: 69 cores, 16 TB
LM3: 105 cores, 24 TB
LM4: 141 cores, 32 TB
LM5: 170 cores, 32 TB

System Assist Processors 
(SAPs) are multithreaded 
cores that orchestrate disk I/O 
on behalf of the Linux cores, 
and do not factor into 
software license core counts
1 Integrated Firmware 
Processor (IFP)

These cores do not factor into software license core counts

Up to 320 pairs of PowerPC® cores across 160 I/O adapters, custom data-moving 
hardware & firmware, and a swarm (up to 3,840) of small lightweight processors 
that make the I/O channels fast and effective at moving I/O data to and from 
memory

Up to 23 SAPs

1 IFP

Up to 3,840 programmable embedded engines 
performing I/O

Up to 640 PowerPC® cores and…

IT'S BEST KEPT SECRET 19

IBM z15 and LinuxONE Emperor II highly 
engineered processor & I/O infrastructure

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Swarm = 12 Programmable Protocol Assist Engines per channel x 320 channels = 3840, which make a big difference for FCPASIC sits next to the industry standard is virtualizedMassive amount of I/O firmware. GPUs aren’t nearly as efficient for I/O operations.
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Industry trends driving work back to the 
mainframe:

Cloud Big Data

Dev Ops Data Security

Real Time 
Analytics Blockchain

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Include AI and Machine LearningCloudIt doesn’t matter what platform you’re onSupports most all Open Source SWBig Data80% of the world’s data lives on the mainframez/OS Connect enables Restful APIs to access data without moving itDev opsDevOps is a software engineering culture and practice that aims at unifying software development and software operationData SecurityOnly sever with US government’s EAL5+ security classificationReal time analyticsMost analytics tools supportedDo the analytics where the data lives simultaneous with transaction processingBlockchainPlatform of choice for blockchain because of availability, security and speed
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Consider This!

Without a mainframe…

 Your ATM would not give you $$ (banks all over the world)

 You could not buy something online (transaction processing)

 Trains could not run everywhere (virtual Linux servers)

 Hospitals could not access patient records (Patient Management)

 Your FedEx /UPS package would not ship? (shipping and tracking 
of shipments)

 The internet would not work

 Your airplane might not land safely (air traffic control)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you want more practical explanations of the importance of the mainframe, consider these…
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 IT is everywhere in our lives!

 IT depends on Enterprise Systems.

Mainframes do extreme computing.

How can you prepare? 

Study
 Computer Science
 Information Technology
 Computer Information Systems
Management Information Systems
 Business Information Systems
 Financial Computing
 Enterprise Computing

IT = Information Technology

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CICS transactions taking place on the planet each day. The sheer volume of processing being supported by mainframes dwarfs the Internet giants. It’s staggering. By comparison: some IBM numbers state that every second there are approximately 6,900 tweets, 30,000 Facebook likes and 60,000 Google searches. CICS processes more than 1.1 million transactions per second – that’s 100 billion transactions a day. So, is CICS security important? https://www.share.org/blog/cics-security-q&a-with-mark-wilson
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Access to materials and 
systems

7,550* students worldwide learned 
IBM Z in the classroom  (4,325 in the 

US)
Ibm.biz/zacademics

Open Badges

2,230 Mainframe Digital badges 
awarded 

Z Academic Cloud Access

IBM Z 
Academic 
Initiative

Educating the 
next generation 
of Z talent

Schools Teaching IBM Z
Microsoft PowerPoint - Z 
SKills Leader Team.pdf.pptx 
(ibm.com)

Microsoft PowerPoint - Z SKills Leader Team.pdf.pptx (ibm.com)

https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/X6ME0NBO
https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/X6ME0NBO


Earn Mainframe Open Digital Badges and 
become highly marketable!

24

IBM Z Xplore Learning System - No experience necessary.  Earn badges upon 
successful completion of Part 2 and Part 3 of the learning  system.

Enterprise Kickstart offering (software tab)- Register for this self-paced, online 
offering to earn badges in COBOL and Db2 

z/OS Mainframe Practitioner Certificate - Earn up to four badges when you 
complete three self-paced, hands-on, e-learning courses through Coursera. 

Z Community - Join the community to access even more resources!

Up to 8 mainframe digital badges at no cost* 
*Course access is free for 1 month

https://www.ibm.com/it-infrastructure/z/education/master-the-mainframe
https://my15.digitalexperience.ibm.com/b73a5759-c6a6-4033-ab6b-d9d4f9a6d65b/dxsites/151914d1-03d2-48fe-97d9-d21166848e65/technology/ibm-z
https://www.coursera.org/professional-certificates/ibm-z-mainframe
https://ibm.com/community/z/talent


Courseware
Faculty access to 
enterprise quality 
courses for 
inclusion in part or 
whole into 
existing and new 
curriculum

Software
Access to the 
same software 
used by our 
commercial 
customers leading 
to practical 
training for 
today’s jobs

Cloud Access
Enhanced access 
to the IBM Cloud 
and select cloud 
based resources 
and applications, 
such as the 
Watson APIs and 
Analytics Engine

No-charge access to select IBM technology 
in three categories

IBM GLOBAL UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS / © 2018 IBM 
CORPORATION 25

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The resources provided through the IBM Academic Initiative come in three (3) categories.Most resources are available for the length of time a student or faculty member is at the accredited academic institution.Several resources will require periodic renewals for continued use.Cloud Access – This is access to select cloud based resources and applications.The IBM Cloud where students and faculty can access usage-capped services at no-charge through an IBM Cloud Lite account or augment that experience by applying an IBM Cloud Promo code to gain access to additional Cloud Foundry memory and services.Gain access to services like Watson Assistant so that you can build conversational interfaces into any application, device, or channelUse Visual Recognition to find meaning in visual content. Analyze images for scenes, objects, faces, and other content and develop smart applications that analyze the visual content of images or video frames to understand what is happening in a scene.Our LinuxOne Community Cloud is where students and faculty can get renewable 120 day access to a 2vCPU, 4GB Memory and 45GB storage Virtual Machine (VM) running on a Linux One mainframe using your choice of Red Hat or SuSE Linux.Software-as-a-Service offerings like Watson Studio Desktop for solving your business problems by analyzing data with artificial intelligence are also available. With Watson Studio, you can prepare data and build models on your desktop with visual drag and drop tools.Software – This is the same software used by our enterprise customers, not restricted version.  Use tools like SPSS Modeler for data preparation and discovery, predictive analytics, model management and deployment.Use ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio to optimize your business decisions, develop and deploy optimization models quickly, and create real-world applications that can significantly improve business outcomesUse DB2 to add an enterprise ready database to your application or project.Courseware – These are the same courses we teach and sell to our enterprise customersWhile this category is limited to faculty only, we provide student and instructor guide as well as exercises and lab setup files so that you can incorporate these course materials in whole or in part into existing curriculum.Learn product fundamentals with courses like IBM QRadar SEIM FoundationsTake a deep dive into the IBM Z operating system with z/OS Unix System ServicesOr learn advanced reporting with IBM Cognos Analytics: Author Reports with Multidimensional Data
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Where can you get a job working with 
IBM Z Systems?

Government

Auto insurance

Shipping

Banking/finance

Airline

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mainframes are not suited for every situation.  For example, in all likelihood, you will never have a mainframe in your house.  They are mainly used by companies who have information that must be constantly available and secure.  Industries such as the government, banking, insurance, and airlines make mainframes a large part of their information technology infrastructure. It has recently even managed to sneak out of the old stodgy business world into gaming and virtual worlds. Hoplon Infotainment, a Brazilian company, is partnering with IBM to create the first multiplayer, on-line, virtual world game using the IBM mainframe with an integrated Cell processor. From z14 Announcement on 7/17/17:87 percent of all credit card transactions and nearly $8 trillion payments a year. 29 billion ATM transactions each year, worth nearly $5 billion per day. Four billion passenger flights each year. More than 30 billion transactions per day – more than the number of Google searches every day. 68 percent of the world's production workloads at only six percent of the total IT cost.Banks and others in the financial services industry process thousands of transactions per second to keep the world's financial systems running. The mainframe is more critical than ever for reliably handling high volumes of transaction data.Ninety-two of the world's top 100 banks rely on the IBM mainframe because of its ability to efficiently process huge volumes of transactions. To help financial services organizations more effectively compete in the cloud era, enormous amounts of sensitive data produced by transactions can now be better protected against fraud and cybercrime, analyzed, and monetized using IBM Z – without causing disruption of day-to-day operations. For banks, this means encryption at the click of a button -- even while applications are running -- and the ability to migrate data from unencrypted to encrypted with no impact to service level agreements.



Why a career in 
mainframes?

- Starting salary
$70K – *$175K+

- Many industries
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• Average starting salaries for “mainframe developers” 
• Dependent on geography and company size 



Recommended skills

•A desire to learn

•Problem Solving

•Communication skills

•Teaming skills

•Attention to detail

•Computer programming

•Project management skills
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A career in mainframes requires computer programming skills (which includes strong math skills). Also, as with any collaborative work environment, good communication skills and teaming skills are also critical.
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Cobol Skills Are In Demand!
COBOL Remains in High Demand*

Industries that rely heavily on mainframes also depend on apps 
written in COBOL, the venerable mainframe programming 
language.

Almost no one learns COBOL these days. You’d be hard-pressed 
to find a college computer science program that includes 
instruction in it.

Yet the fact is that COBOL skills are still in demand. And precisely 
because younger COBOL programmers are in short supply, 
businesses that depend on COBOL are willing to pay top dollar for 
programmers who can provide COBOL expertise.

*Enterprise Systems Media, 5 Things Everyone Should Know About Mainframes, by Christopher Tozzi on January 2nd 

http://enterprisesystemsmedia.com/author/christopher-tozzi


“220 billion lines of COBOL code in production today that handles 
$3 trillion in commerce every single day”

Read more:
https://thenewstack.io/cobol-everywhere-will-maintain/
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COBOL Is Everywhere. Who Will Maintain It?

COBOL Articles

COBOL Turns 60
“Years after their inception, current versions of 
COBOL and the mainframe remain strong.”

Read more:
https://techchannel.com/Enterprise/05/2019/cobol-
turns-60

https://thenewstack.io/cobol-everywhere-will-maintain/
https://techchannel.com/Enterprise/05/2019/cobol-turns-60
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Looking for Mainframe Jobs?  
Check out these resources!

• Earn Badges/be seen by employers through “Talent Match 
Tool”

• Indeed 
• Zip Recruiter
• Glass Door
• LinkedIn
• Launchcode.org



.

For additional information 
about the IBM z Systems 
Academic Initiative, visit
ibm.biz/zacademics

E-mail the IBM z Systems 
Academic Initiative team at: 
zskills@us.ibm.com

Thank 
you!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Add bullet to see me for copies of this presentationI hope you understand more about the mainframe and why it can be a worthwhile choice for a career.  It has become an essential part of people’s everyday lives, but is constantly evolving to accommodate the changing times. 

mailto:zskills@us.ibm.com
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